
FUTON CH
First Swiss-French manufacturer, since 1988

We hand produce all types of Natural mattress and futons, in our Morges workshop.
We select the best available materials in Europe.

Preparation of all the layers as requested.

Sewing of the mattress shell

Picking with a long needle through the mattress

Natural Mattress and of exclusive creation !

Layering-up before inserting in the mattress shell

Handsewing to close the mattress

Knotting the points made through the mattress



Futon Design® is a brand name we have registered, to guarantee you that all the products 
with the label «Design Futon®» are handmade by us in our workshop of Morges in Switzerland. 
We can guarantee you a traditional manufactured mattress with 100% natural products. We 
are very tough with our suppliers, so that our raw materials are of an irreproachable and 
constant quality, while protecting at most the nature and the environment. By doing so, we can 
ensure you the top quality of our products, and the lowest prices.

The word Futon, is not a registered trademark, but means in Japanese: «cotton sleeping». We 
make our own Futons, exactly according to the traditional techniques by stuffing them with 
100 % natural fibers like cotton, wool, coconut-fibers and natural latex. Fibers are first 
washed and combed, before being layered, then inserted and hand sewn inside a cotton cover. 
The Futon is then picked with a thread in different places, to insure a perfect stability of the 
mattress.

Our Futons consisting of natural fibers, hold nicely the warmth in winter and are beautifully 
fresh in summer. They maintain the body dry and comfortable. We designed them to support 
the back softly but firmly, giving an ideal support to the vertebral colon. They are frequently 
recommended by naturopathes, chiropraticiens and doctors. Our Futons being 100 % natural, 
they are in perfect harmony with our environment.

Depending on the frame, the Futon can be put in a fixed bed, on hard or flexible slats, on 
tatamis, or transformed from a bed into a sofa in a matter of seconds. This is an advantage for 
small rooms. From the traditional look to the ultramodern style, the futon can be sober, or 
colored: you just have to change its cover. Up to you to choose or create what pleases you !

Originating from the Japanese tradition, the Futon is a perfect example of fonctionnality and 
simplicity. Since it appeared around 700 BC, the Futon is still to this day, the traditional way of 
sleeping in Japan. Design futon®, as pioneer in the manufacturing in Switzerland, has redesig-
ned and adapted the traditional Futon, to the taste and to the western comfort.

OUR HOMEMADE MANUFACTURING

DESCriPTiON:

HiSTOrY:

ADvANTAgES:

DESigN:

On a bed with hard slattes, flexible slattes, or on heightened tatamis, no special manipulation 
is necessary. We still recommended to turn over the mattress from time to time. if put on the 
floor, the mattress must be daily aerated, either folding it in two, or in the shape of a sofa. 
Placed on Tatamis that are on the ground, this operation is necessary only one or two times a 
week. We also recommend to fold your duna at the end of the bed during the day, for a perfect 
aeration of your bed.

UTiLiSATiON:



COMPONENTS

Against all manufacturing defects. The 1st year 100%, then 
decreaing by 10% every year.WArrANTY: 10 YEArS !

is the main componant of the futon. We only use raw cotton that has 
been thoroghly washed, and that contains no artificial elements, 
pesticides or chlore withening. Absorbing humidity by capillarity 
though the futon, the cotton generates freshness in summer, and a 
gentle warmth in winter. it is anti-allergic.

COTTON:

The coconut fibre is diped in a natural latex bath, to create an 
elastic, stable and aerated layer.
This material is by nature hypoallergenic, anti-microbien, and 
resists dust and bed-bugs.
inserted in the center of the futon, these fibres increase aeration 
and elasticity, while insuring a better stability of the mattress.

COCONUT FiBrES:

Our exclusivity, a «physiolatex» of 1st quality. it is totally non toxic 
and hypoallergenic. it offers 7 zones of comfort, so the mattress 
can adapt to the morpholofy of the body, and provides a souple 
but balanced fermness to the shoulders, while allowing a firmer 
support to the hips. A total resersible design.

The density of a foam caractarise the high quality of a mattress. 
Our latex, being of very high density, it garanties to our mattress 
the best quality on the market.

Origin: Hevea (rubber tree) manufactured in France.

LATEx 100% NATUrAL:

This ever lasting optional treatment, brings to the outershell of 
the mattres, a protection against bed-bugs, bacteries and mildew. 
Certified «Oeko-Tex 100» and is non toxic.

Saniteized treatment is a product invented by a Danish prof. 
L.D.Clement, who was asked by the military authorities, to develop 
a bacteriostatic and fungistatic agent, without toxic effects on 
humans. More info www.sanitized.com

OPTiON SANiTiZED®:


